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PLEASE VOTE!
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 Tech Ops Logistics & Supply Shop Committee

-James Oprea, Joe Veltri Phone: 905-676–2243

Sisters and Brothers,


	 Does anyone remember that commercial back 
in the early eighties; Have You Driven a Ford Lately? 
Well, I have a definitive answer; absolutely, I own a 
Ford. The appropriate term in description commonly 
referred to as the “Jingle”. A phrase or slogan 
specifically engineered to penetrate the mindset of the 
unsuspecting consumer, an effective tool in the world 
of advertising.  From the psychological, a type of brand 
charac te r i za t ion essent ia l l y en te r ing one ’s 
subconscious by utilizing repetitive techniques. 


	 The reason for this observation is in relation to 
the name Ford, synonymous with the manufacturer, 
renowned in automobile leadership, emphasizing 
quality, safety, sustainability, towards development of 
an emotional attachment to their product/trademark.  
	 As it turns out, the exclusive naming rights of 
this organization has transitioned into political 
aspirations. I’m sure you are all aware of “Ford Nation”, 
the first thought being a large association of car and 
truck owners that have banded together as a result of 
similar commonalities of ownership. In this case, 
establishment of this community originated, or given so 
called “Birthing Rights” from a Sun News Network 
airing back in 2013. Essentially, a couple of ornery 
dudes spouting their political ritualistic beliefs, in a way 
parroting the 90`s cult classic film “Wayne’s World”. In 
comparison, the similarities are uncanny, two 
basement dwellers rising to stardom through a public 
access television show, rather vexing and severing no 
real purpose other than offering rudimentary 
entertainment. The man in question has a similar 
logotype to the above mentioned in name only. In 
particular the focal point, recent inductee into the 
Progressive Conservative Party, Doug Ford. 


	 And so begins the barrage of one-liners. A 
recent article in the Hamilton News, quotes Dougie 
resurrecting the catch phrase “Stop the Gravy Train” to 
a roomful of people at a Hamilton club Feb 8. Hinged 
to this re-run pledge, a commitment to sanitize 
Queen’s Park in addition to (Ol’ Faithful) lowering taxes. 
If memory serves, brother Rob made a similar 
comment during his mayoral campaign to reduce the 
amount of councillors in Toronto City Hall.  I believe in 

that promise, he neglected to recognize sibling Doug 
had a seat in office. Was he going to lay off his own 
kin? We know there was no fulfillment, just another 
empty affirmation, typical of such politicians. So what 
delineates this fellow from the traditional bureaucratic 
equivalents? Why’s he so special? Is it his 
sophistication? His political prowess? Or the cleverly 
fashioned remarks? If you ask me, none of the above. 
But we could start with the family surname, directly 
capitalizing from the association with Ford Canada, a 
convenient serendipity. This coupled with these catch 
phrases quoted f rom the Toron to S ta r as 
“Sloganeering”; Doug's propaganda machine is 
steadfast on churning out this rhetorical nonsense. The 
latest I extracted from the Conservative website; “The 
Party with the Taxpayers Money Is Over”, seemingly 
hijacked from “Party’s Over Mom”, a foray directed 
towards Mommy Wynn. I have to admit, he does come 
up with some brainy quotes, or he funds a consortium 
to come up with some brainy quotes. In any event, 
whichever way you slice the Doug Ford onion, all 
you’re basically left with is a stinky clichéd center that 
leaves a rather bitter taste in your mouth. 


	 Back when Dougie was in the mayoral race, he 
participated in a sit down CityTV interview with wife 
Karla. I believe the intent being to domesticate the 
perception of a typified “Domineering Annoyer”. His 
wife portrayed her husband as a great father with teddy 
bear like attributes that enjoys a tall glass of chocolate 
milk before beddy-bye. An individual so entrenched in 
his career that they barely even see one another. He 
further boastingly described the days in the family 
business dispelling the “Silver Spoon” analogy of a 
pampered adolescent, to which he described working 
a 16-hour day returning home to a greeting of “How 
Come You’re Home So Early” from his father. He 
mentioned that the comment might have been made in 
jest, nevertheless the message was clear; a working 
man's politician. Whilst Dougie was slugging his 
proverbial guts out, I sincerely hope Dad granted him 
the applicable overtime rates and minimum rest period 
between shifts as per Labour Code!


	 


	 continues on page 3  ➔
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Local 2323
———  F i f t y  Y e a r s  ———

1968 - 2018

Local 2323  
Executive Board

Dave Flowers 
-President


Dan Janssen 
-Vice President


John Smiley 
-Secretary Treasurer


Sal Amin 
-Recording Secretary 

Wayne Burey 
-Trustee


Paul Hicks 
-Trustee


Frank Angilletta 
-Conductor Sentinel


Glenn Milmine 
-Trustee & Ottawa  

Board Member


Dan Adams 
Maintenance


Xavier Dias 
Maintenance


Monica Torsan 
Clerical


Laila Hakimi

TBH


____________ 

Rob Piercy 
-Communicator 

John Hill 
-Educator

 Tech Ops Logistics & Supply Shop Committee

-James Oprea, Joe Veltri Phone: 905-676–2243

from page 2…

	 In all honestly, I am not buying 
into the load of “Rich Creamery Butter” 
that spews forth from the large aperture 
just under this individual’s bulbous 
nose. He's a poor salesman, and even 
poorer politician. From my standpoint, 
you’re looking at a guy that has 
plateaued from family fortune thus far 
preparing to quantum leap into a 
position of government. He covets it, 
like an over indulged child covets that 
giant lolly in the candy store window not 
anticipating the sugar overload, and this 
gentleman is not by any means sweet. 


	 The Progressive Conservative 
Party is certainly not friendly towards 
the concept of organized labour, and 
neither is Dougie. Just from his own 
w o r d s y o u c a n t h e o r i z e h i s 
interpretation of an average work 
schedule, and don't believe for a 

second that his wee hands were dirtied 
or he broke sweat during those 16-hour 
jaunts in the warehouse. No, I believe 
what we have is an optical illusion of a 
polarizing politician; in essence, another 
q u i n t e s s e n t i a l “ P a r l i a m e n t a r y 
Ornament” that in actual fact bares 
physical resemblance to that Looney 
Tunes character famous for h is 
tyrannical antics in the hen house. Slap 
a red rubber glove on this gentleman`s 
head and voilà; The return of Foghorn/
Leghorn. 


	 On June 7th, exercise your rights 
accordingly, and return this “Loud 
Mouthed Schnook’s” posterior to the 
family`s label factory.


In Solidarity,


James O.
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Health & Safety
-Rob Penyk - co-chair H&S Committee

Unserviceable Equipment - Once again we are reminding 
folks NEVER remove a u/s tag or use a piece of equipment 
that has been tagged as such. We had an incident where a 
tractor had serious issues, was taken out of service, the tag 
ripped off and used. Management has threatened severe 
discipline if they catch someone doing so. Protect yourself 
and your co-workers.


B737 - We are in discussions with management and planning 
regarding the B737. We feel that the company is not 
assigning enough manpower, particularly for the C3 hold.  On 
some flights they are increasing the manpower levels, but 
regardless, if it takes longer or a delay, so be it.  We are going 
to see a big increase in injuries with these aircraft, especially 
when they replace a containerized aircraft.  We hear that they 
may be acquiring more PowerStow belts, there is one on the 
ramp, use it!


Gate Placards - Before parking a flight, please double-check 
the lead in line placard bolted onto the gate. This will make 
sure you use the right line or stop point. We also hear that the 
GTAA is going to be modifying the VDGS parking system.


Near Misses - We discussed this at our last H&S meeting.  
How many times have you had a close call for an accident or 
injury? These go unreported, but they actually are warning for 
a big accident.  Our goal is to have our members report near 
misses without fear of discipline. It is quite simple that in 
order for our people to be open about the operation we 
cannot be threatened with discipline.


Gate Elevators - We are trying to get the company and 
GTAA to re-active the cargo elevators on gates 122, 132, 
133, 135 and 136. Given the volume of gate baggage, 
monster strollers and wheelchairs, this would make sense. 
Stay tuned.


Driving and Towing - Whatever you are driving, make sure it 
is fit - the lights and brakes work and is safe for use.  Also, so 
much of what we do involves towing equipment - we ask that 
you double-check the locks on dollies and pallets. We have 
had several come off, it could easily be tragic.


New Belt Loaders - We had done a lot of work with the 
company to have telescoping double rails on the belt 
loaders. These are crucial for our wide-bodies, but 
particularly for use on the B777 bulk-hold.  With the old belts 
there was a 27" gap on one side and no railing whatsoever 
on the other. Away up in the air.  It is amazing that no one has 
fallen from that height.

We are asking the company to provide us with proper boot 
drying racks as they have in YVR, YHZ and YUL.  These work 
very well and can accommodate a lot more boots and 
equipment than the conventional dryers.


Heat - Hot weather is coming soon, ensure that you stay 
hydrated. If you become too hot ensure that you tell 
someone and go cool off. If you have issues with 
management, contact a H&S rep or Shop Steward.


Lightning -  A reminder again that if the lightning alert 
system goes off (white strobes on the building) take shelter 
IMMEDIATELY!  If you are working in the H gates, take shelter 
in the aircraft or enclosed vehicle. A H&S concern we are 
dealing with regards with a lightning alert during aircraft 
pushback. The company states that the driver contact the 
flight deck to see if they can take cover. Our view is that the 
hazard is present, you tell the pilot to set brakes and take 
cover.  


Dumping ULD's - We are chronically short of dollies, and 
some folks are dumping the containers on the ground, and 
many have been told to do so by management. Keep in mind 
that the GTAA can ticket you for doing this, also we had 
some near misses of people almost being struck by mobile 
containers during the latest massive wind storm. If you are 
told to dump the containers by a manager, ask for a H&S rep 
or Steward.


Reporting H&S Concerns - The Canada Labour Code, Part 
II, states that if you have a H&S concern, you must address it 
with a manager.  If you feel intimidated by doing so, ask for a 
H&S rep, there can never be any discipline for reporting 
something unsafe.  Also to note, the company is doing away 
with the paper concern forms and are going electronic.  Now 
the complaint process you can do over the Aeronet under the 
'SIMS' - Safety Information Management System.  We will be 
putting the details in the briefing room and if you have 
questions, ask a H&S rep to assist. 


Situational Awareness - We work in a very fast paced high 
pressure environment.  No matter where you are or what you 
do, keep your eyes on the task and mind on the task.  Be 
aware of the hazards around you, whether it's contact with 
something, vehicular traffic, items you handle, whatever.  And 
remind others to do so as well (nicely please). 


Ian Henrey Workplace Fatality - As a result of an 
investigation into the matter - ESDC has laid 5 charges 
against the Company.  As it is before the courts, we do not 
have any more information.


Remember the goals of working here is to go home at the 
end of the day with ten fingers, ten toes, a back and a job.  


In Solidarity, 


Rob Penyk

Phone: 905-676-4295
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Airport & Cargo Shop Committee
 -Mike Cooke, Mark Pacilla, Evangeline Palad, Paul Kisby Phone: 905-676-2484

ELECTIONS & YOUR VOICE


	 As the Provincial Election approaches in a few 
weeks, once again I’d like to reiterate the importance of 
voting.  When you vote, it emulates one’s voice.  The 
right to vote is a protest against decisions that our 
leaders make that not be favourable or in the benefit of 
the public interest.  Voting is a right in a democratic 
society. It allows you to express yourself.  In some 
countries this means of democracy doesn’t exist, so 
the privilege we have been granted has to be utilized in 
full effect. 
 
	 When there is an election, your vote helps to 
decide what matters and your future. This gives you a 
chance to partake in history, to mend issues or 
concerns and push for a better tomorrow.  Look at this 
as a means for generational outcome, to do better than 
us. A voice for self and community is a major factor 
and may even set precedence for other provincial 
elections and even federal matters.  
 
	 Most of us have a legacy vote. Our forefathers 
voted one way, so our parents did, and that 
transcended onto us.  Maybe you hold strong beliefs of 
your family’s party choice, but take the time to look at 
other platforms represented by all parties equally. It 
may surprise you that in this day and age with social 
media nothing gets by us, and making an informed 
choice is what is needed. Ask yourself, what matters to 
you, what matters to your family, how does this affect 
my job, will they provide basic necessities we frown 
upon in other nations.   
 
	 By not casting a vote, or thinking that my one 
vote won’t count, is wrong.  If you feel that way what if 
1/10th of the population thought the same, how many 
does that omit in a voice for change? That one vote, or 
change of thought to vote, will greatly affect your daily 
life and future. Elections should not be a game of 
Russian roulette. Do not be a noise maker if your 
decision is not to vote, in choosing not to, you’ve 
thrown your opinion to the wind. Yes, you have a right 
to not vote, but then don’t complain when laws, 
regulations, pay, and every other issue isn’t what you 
like.   
 
	 June 7 is Election Day, and between May 26 
and May 30 is advance polling. Do not make the 

excuse that because of my schedule that I had no time 
to vote, as there a multiple days to properly represent 
the mass of voters. Go out and represent yourself and 
others this election and make decisions matter.  
Exercise your right, we work in a protected labour 
environment.


In solidarity,


Mike, Mark, Evangeline and Paul.


Airports & Cargo Shop Committee  
email addresses

Mike Cooke mcooke@iamaw2323.ca

Mark Pacilla mpacilla@iamaw2323.ca

Evangeline Palad epalad@iamaw2323.ca

Paul Kisby pkisby@iamaw2323.ca

When You Don't Vote, Others Vote For You!

JUNE 7, 2018
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 Provincial Elections
-Bryan Wilson politicalaction@iamaw2323.ca

SNAPSHOT: Ontario Regions

Ontario PC Party

Ontario New Democrat 
Party

Ontario Liberal Party

At time of publishing, this 
is where the polls are:


NDP  47%

PC    33%

LIB    14% 


Less than two weeks to go…
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 Provincial Elections
-Bryan Wilson politicalaction@iamaw2323.ca

-e-Registration

-How to Vote

-ID Requirements for Voting

-Electoral District Maps and 
Information


-Voting When You're Away From 
Home

-Voter Information Service

-Accessible Voting

-Frequently Asked Questions

We will be introducing technology in the polls for the 2018 General Election. Election officials will be using 
electronic poll books (e-Poll books) and vote tabulators across the province for advance voting. On election 
day, 50% of the polls will have vote tabulators and e-Poll books serving 90% of electors.


ePoll Books 

The e-Poll books contain the full Voters List for the entire electoral district and replace paper-based Voters 
Lists. Election officials will scan the barcode on your Voter Information Card and the e Poll book will return 
your entry.


Election officials will also be able to search the e-Poll books for voters without a Voter Information Card, and 
use the e-Poll books to add or update voter’s information on the Voters List.


All e-Poll books are encrypted and password protected to protect voters’ personal information and the 
integrity of the voting process 


Vote Tabulators 

Vote tabulators electronically count each ballot and generate results after polls close


You will mark your ballot and place it into a secrecy folder before returning it to the poll official operating the 
tabulator.


The poll official will feed the ballot face down into the tabulator.


A report with the results is printed after polls close on election night, at 9 P.M. (Eastern Time).

www.elections.on.ca
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	 Women have so many concerns – gender 
violence, pay equity, the lack of and the cost of 
childcare, job

insecurity, the state of schools, to name just a few.

Because we experience these issues on a personal 
level, we don’t always connect them to political

decisions. But we need to do that, and here are three 
reasons why:


• Budgets matter: women tend to use more public 
services, from health care to transit to libraries. 
Women live longer and may need assisted care 
later in life. Women are also underrepresented in 
the public workforce where they don’t often have 
access to better jobs, better pay and union 
representation. Moreover, government budgets 
dictate how much tax we pay, what kinds of 
services we receive and what infrastructure we 
have.


• Representation matters: According to the Inter-
Parliamentary Union, Canada ranks 59th in the 
world with women making up 27 per cent of our 
MPs. Why does this matter? When women’s voices 
join the debates in the corridors of political power, 
they tend to raise more issues of concern to 
women such as gender violence, healthcare 
funding, mental health, children’s welfare, and 
general social well-being. They make these more 
of a priority. 

• Women’s power matters: Women had to fight for 
the right to vote in Canada and worldwide. 
Federally, many women won this right in 1919, 
while Indigenous women were forced to wait until 
the 1960s to vote. Women’s votes represent their 
voice in government. If women don’t use that vote, 
they’re giving it away to others who do vote and 
they might not like the outcome. Wherever women 
are on the political spectrum, the right to vote is 
something that needs to be cherished and 
exercised. 


 
	 Girls and young women are advancing 
solutions amidst all of the well-intentioned talk. Their 
leadership should be a call to action for Ontario 
politicians to start talking about, and investing in, girls.


	 Some 56 per cent of the NDP's candidates in 
the upcoming spring election are women, the party 
said, the first time in Ontario that a major political party 
has fielded more women than men.


NDP Leader Horwath highlighted the figure at a 
Mother's Day campaign stop in Toronto.


	 "We've always as a party been very committed 
to making sure that our representatives, our 
candidates

that we put out in a campaign, represent the face of 
our communities," Horwath told a crowd of

supporters. She was joined by a number of women 
running on the NDP's ticket.


	 At her own campaign stop, Liberal Leader 
Kathleen Wynne said that 45.5 per cent of the Grits'

candidates are women, while her last cabinet was 46 
per cent women. The Liberals still have one more

nomination to announce this week.


With the upcoming provincial election to be 
held on June 7th, women need to make their 
voices heard to Ontario’s political leaders… 
and vote. 

Source: Peggy Nash; CBC News


VOTE

Local 2323 Women’s Committee
womenatwork@iamaw2323.ca-Karri -Lyn Airhart
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 Retired Members

Paul Abate  
CSCA -YYZ

Paul R. Humberstone  
CAT 1 Mechanic -YYZ

Ron McEwan 
Station Attendant -YYZ

Pino Ricciardi  
CSCA -YYZ

John Ardito  
Station Attendant YYZ

Dan Janisse  
Station Attendant -YYZ

Michael McKay  
Station Attendant -YYZ

Dennis Rossit  
CSA -Weight & Balance

Karol Bokros  
CAT 24 -YYZ

Don Leavers  
Station Attendant -YYZ

Bharat Mistry  
CSCA -YYZ

Logan Smith  
Station Attendant -YYZ

Scott Gattermaier 
Station Attendant -YYZ

Richard Mannetje  
Station Attendant -YYZ

Wayne Paterson  
CSA Baggage -YYZ 

Maureen Smith  
CSCA -YYZ

Gary Gosse  
Station Attendant -YYZ


Steve McLean  
CAT 1 Mechanic -YYZ


Edward Patzan 
Station Attendant -YYZ


Mary Virgilio  
Clerical Maintenance -YYZ


Local Lodge 2323 would like to thank the following members for  
their valued service and wish them a safe and enjoyable retirement!

Enjoy Your Retirement Steve!
Steve McLean was a CAT 1 mechanic for 30-years and a member of the Local 2323 
Employee Assistance Program (EAP Committee) for 19-years. One attribute that 
defines Steve either as a friend or as an aircraft mechanic is that he is a person of 
integrity! 

	 In every meeting, we were able to see his values, his consistency, his 
accuracy. In his career, Steve fixed many snags and dispatched countless aircrafts. 
I would have not been afraid to be onboard of any of them, knowing that the 
maintenance was done with energy, intelligence and above all …  with integrity. 
Steve will be missed on our EAP Committee. We wish you Steve, a happy 
retirement and lots of good times with your family and loved ones in your 7-year 
project home done with methods and precise measurements!
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50th Anniversary -Family BBQ’s 
July 7 (YOW) & August 16 (YYZ) 

OTTAWA Members

Brewer Park (100 Brewer Way)

July 7 (noon-4pm)

•Family Event BBQ (Rain or Shine) 

•Members and their families 
•Hot Dogs/Hamburgers 
•Refreshments 
• Inflatable party toys 
•Splash pad (bring your bathing suit/towels & chairs) 
•Play park 
•NO alcohol

For more info, contact or see Glenn Milmine, Hoff, Parker, 
or Chris Cullen.

Local 2323
———  F i f t y  Y e a r s  ———

1968 - 2018

Toronto Members

Paul Coffey Park 
August 16 (11am-6pm)

•Family Event BBQ  (Rain or Shine) 

•Members and their families 
•Hot Dogs/Hamburgers 
•Refreshments 
•DJ 
•Covered Pavilions  
•Play park 
•NO alcohol

Address  is 3430 Derry Rd E, Mississauga 
(Derry at Goreway on the southwest side)
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50th Anniversary -Boat Cruise  
                    June 24, 2018

Come Join Us! Ticket Info:
*Adults only event, 19 years of age or over! 
Tickets are $10.00 p.p. and available at the Local 
2323 Admin Office at 2580 Drew Rd, Mississauga. 
Airports & Cargo Shop Committee Office (T1), 
Tech Ops & Logistics Shop Committee Office, 
Paul Hicks (Ramp), Rob Piercy (Cabins), Monica 
Torsan (Clerical), Glenn Milmine (YOW).  
(Members may purchase tickets for up to 3 guests)

IAMAW Active Members & Retirees!

-Toronto Harbourfront

-12:00 - 4:00 pm

-Adults Only/Cash Bar

-Includes Lunch Buffet

RSVP/more info at: http://iamaw2323.ca

$10.00
per person*

only

Get Your Tickets 

NOW! 
don’t miss the boat!
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is also online
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social media:

Airport & Cargo 
Operations 

905-676-2484 

Cargo Sub-Office 

905-694-5322 

Tech Ops  
Logistics & Supply 
905-676-2243 

 
Ottawa  

Shop Committee 

613-523-4709 

Shop Committee 
Numbers

12

Contact

June 24, 12 pm - 4 pm 
-50th Anniversary Boat Cruise 
Toronto Harbour (see page 11) 
905-678-0010 for tickets & info


July 3, 2018 
-Membership Meeting Cancelled! 
2323 Union Hall -2580 Drew Road


July 7, 2018 12:00 - 4:00 pm

-50th Anniversary Family BBQ (YOW)

Brewer Park (100 Brewer Way)

Bring chairs & towels!, we’ll bring food! 

August 7, 2018 19:00 hrs.

-Membership Meeting

Union Hall, 2580 Drew Road 

August 16, 2018 11:00 am - 6 pm

-50th Anniversary Family BBQ (YYZ) 
Paul Coffey Park (Derry at Goreway)


September 3, 2018

-Labour Day Parade Toronto

University & Queen Street 

Upcoming Events:

ACSOS 
(air canada save our seniority)


www.facebook.com/
freeandreducedtravel


https://aircanada-
sos.com 

seniority matters

@IAMAW2323

iamaw2323

iamaw2323

iamaw2323

In Memoriam
We would like to offer our 

sincere condolences

to the family and friends of 
the following member who 
has recently passed away.

Giuseppe “Joe” Lamberti 
Retired Station Attendant


-YYZ

http://www.iamaw2323.ca
http://www.iamaw2323.ca

